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Recent works have applied diffraction-based wave propagation for compressive imaging applications. In this Letter,
we derive the theoretical bounds on the performance of compressive imaging systems based on Fresnel wave
propagation, and we show that it is related to the imaging sensor’s physical attributes, illumination wavelength,
and working distance. © 2011 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 090.1995, 070.0070, 100.3190, 110.1758.

Recent works [1–7] have applied compressive sensing
(CS) [8,9] operators based on free-space wave propagation and sparsity promoting image reconstruction from a
hologram [10,11]. Using wave propagation as a sensing
operator is appealing because it is closely related to
the Fourier transform, which is often used as a sensing
operator in CS [8]. In this Letter, we study the performance and limitations of CS systems based on wave propagation described by the Fresnel transform. The results
are applicable for any type of holography, regardless of
the recording setup.
For simplicity, let us consider 1D free-space propagation in the Fresnel approximation, which relates the complex values of a propagating wave measured in a plane
perpendicular to the direction of propagation and separated by a distance z [12]:
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where uin ðxÞ is the input object, uðξÞ is the propagated
field, λ is the wavelength, and z is the propagation distance of the light wave. The relation between the Fresnel
transform and the Fourier transform is evident in Eq. (1).
It is also clear that this relation depends on the distance
z, suggesting that the applicability of the Fresnel transform as a sensing operator should also depend on z.
For the sake of clarity, let us give a brief review of CS.
We assume that an image, u, is composed of n pixels, but
only s ≪ n coefficients are meaningful under some arbitrary sparsifying operator, Ψ, such as a wavelet transform. We measure the signal using a sensing operator
Φ (the Fresnel transform in our case). This process is
usually written in vector-matrix form: uout ¼ Φu, where
uout has only m < n measurements, hence making the
signal reconstruction an ill-posed problem. CS theory asserts that the signal can be accurately reconstructed
when taking m uniformly at random selected measurements, obeying [9]
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m ≥ Cμs log n;

ð2Þ

where μ, which is referred to as the coherence parameter, measures the dissimilarity between the sensing
operator, Φ, and the sparsifying basis Ψ, and C is a
positive numerical constant, which depends on the desired reconstruction accuracy [9]. The coherence parameter gets values of 1 ≤ μ ≤ n. Under the conditions of
Eq. (2), an almost perfect signal reconstruction is guaranteed by performing an ℓ1 -norm minimization procedure
[8,9]. From Eq. (2) we notice that the smaller μ is, the
fewer samples are needed in order to reconstruct the underlying sparse image. The coherence parameter can also
be interpreted as the amount of the spreading of the
sparse input signal in the measurement domain, i.e., it
is desired that each acquired sample will contain as much
information as possible on the sensed (sparse) signal [9].
At large propagation distances, the Fresnel transform
[Eq. (1)] can be approximated by a Fourier sensing
operator (Fraunhofer approximation), which holds the
lowest coherence possible; μ ¼ 1 [9]. On the other hand,
for z → 0, the Fresnel transform behaves as an identity
sensing operator, which gets the value of μ ¼ n.
Because CS practically uses a digital signal reconstruction procedure, from here on we refer to the numerical
application of the Fresnel transform. The numerical Fresnel transform is one of the cornerstones of contemporary
digital holography applications [13]. Traditionally, the
numerical implementation of the Fresnel transform is
divided into far-field (direct) and near-field (spectrum
propagation) approximations [13,14]. These methods
have very different numerical implementations, but each
one of them is well suited for its own approximation
regime.
In order to formulate the numerical evaluation of the
Fresnel transform, we define Δx0 as the object resolution
element size, Δxz as the output field’s pixel size, and n as
the number of object and CCD pixels. For the numerical
far-field regime, the Fresnel transform is evaluated by
[13,14]
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where F is the fast Fourier transform operator. When
applying Eq. (3), we note that the relation between the
input and output pixel sizes should be Δxz ¼ λz=ðnΔx0 Þ.
Equation (3) is valid as an evaluation of the Fresnel transform for the working distance obeying [14,15]
z ≥ z0 ¼

nΔx20 =λ:

~ Δx ;z will have the same magnitude. This of course
of Q
0
holds true because j expf−jπλzl2 =ðnΔx0 Þ2 gj ¼ 1 for
every l. Then, [9] asserts that for a sensing matrix of
the form
2

ð4Þ
Φ

In order to comply with standard CS formulations, we
shall rewrite Eq. (4) in a vector-matrix form:
uz ¼ QΔxz ;z FQΔx0 ;z u ¼

ΦFF u;

ð5Þ

where QΔx;z is a diagonal matrix such that the lth element
on the diagonal is given by expfjπl2 Δx2 =ðλzÞg. The matrix ΦFF stands for the far-field discrete sensing matrix.
In the numerical far-field regime, the coherence parameter is actually equal to that of the Fourier transform, i.e.,
μ ¼ 1. One of the ways to demonstrate this stems from
considering the fact that ΦFF is actually an orthogonal
transform. For randomly subsampling an orthogonal
transform, the coherence parameter is given by the
squared modulo of the largest entry of the sensing
matrix [9], which can be easily calculated to show that
μ ¼ n maxij jΦFF j2 . An alternative argument, using the
restricted isometry property, can be found in [16]. This
result asserts that in the far-field regime, the distance
has no effect on the sparse signal reconstruction guaranties, and it behaves exactly as compressive Fourier
sensing. Consequently, from Eq. (2), the number of compressive samples, which are required to reconstruct the
signal, m, is given by
m ≥ Cs log n:

ð6Þ

Let us now examine the numerical near-field regime,
i.e., z < z0 [Eq. (4)]. In this case, the assumption is that
the diffraction size does not change significantly, and we
use the spectrum propagation method, also known as the
convolution approach. In this case, the Fresnel transform
is usually evaluated by
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the coherence parameter μ ¼ n maxij jΦNF j2 ¼ n maxr
jϕðrÞj2 , because each column is a just a circularly shifted
version of ϕðrÞ. We note that in our case, ϕðrÞ is actually
the discrete Fresnel propagation point spread function
(PSF). This means that in order to evaluate the coherence parameter, we need only to consider the maximum
absolute value of the PSF (column), which is derived by
substituting uðlΔx0 Þ ¼ δðlΔx0 Þ in Eq. (7). The solution
can be found in [13], and it states that the absolute value
of the PSF, jϕðrÞj, slightly oscillates around the value of
Δx0 =ðλzÞ0:5 , as shown in Fig. 1. Although, as can be seen
from Fig. 1, this value is strictly not maxr jϕðrÞj, it is approximately the mean value of the oscillations, which in
fact, should give a better representation for the convergence guarantees [17]. Therefore, the coherence parameter for the 1D case is given by the following:
μ1D ¼ n maxr jϕðrÞj2 ≈ n

Δx20
:
λz

ð10Þ

For the 2D case, it can be shown [19] that
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where N F is the Fresnel number of a square aperture area
of size ðnΔx0 Þ2 [12] and N ¼ n × n denotes the total number of the 2D object pixels. Therefore, from Eqs. (2) and
(11) and the number of compressive measurements required to accurately reconstruct the signal is given by
the following:

where Δxz ¼ Δx0 . As is done in the far-field regime, we
shall rewrite Eq. (7) as a vector-matrix product, which is
given by
~ Δx ;z Fu ¼ ΦNF u;
uz ¼ F−1 Q
0

ð8Þ

~ Δx ;z is a diagonal matrix with the lth element on
where Q
0
the diagonal given by expf−jπλzl2 =ðnΔx0 Þ2 g. The matrix
ΦNF stands for the Fresnel near-field sensing matrix. A
discrete convolution formulation of CS operators has
been used before in several works [17,18], but these
works considered the diagonal matrix as representing
random phases, which is not so in our case. In a recent
paper [9], the coherence parameter has been generalized
for any type of convolution, not just random. In order to
evaluate the coherence parameter of the convolution operator, [9] requires that the elements across the diagonal

Fig. 1. (Color online) Numerical near-field evaluation of the
Fresnel 1D PSF.
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decreases monotonically with the working distance till
approaching asymptotically its minimal value in the
far-field numerical regime (z → z0 ). This was also demonstrated empirically in our previous work [21].
In conclusion, we have derived theoretical bounds for
compressive Fresnel holography. We distinguished between the near- and far-field numerical approximations,
which yield different behavior. The near-field numerical
approximation regime dictates dependency between the
minimal number of required compressive samples and
the Fresnel number of the field’s recording device,
whereas for the numerical far-field evaluation, the CS ratio, m=N, is constant for every working distance and
equals to that of the Fourier-based CS.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Simulation results showing the compressive sampling ratio required for reconstruction of the resolution
target (inset) as a function of the working distance.

m ≥ CN 2F

s
log N ¼ CN 2F ρs log N;
N

ð12Þ

where ρs ¼ s=N is the density of the sparse image coefficients. Equation (12) works well with our physical intuition: the further we get from the object, the smaller the
Fresnel number gets and the signal becomes more
spread. From a CS perspective, each measurement contains more information about the object and the necessary number of compressive measurements required to
accurately reconstruct the image decreases.
In the limit between the near- and far-field numerical
evaluation regimes, i.e., z ¼ z0 , we obtain from Eqs. (4)
and (11):

μ2D ðz0 Þ ¼ N
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ð13Þ

which is actually the lower bound for the coherence
parameter and also its value for the numerical far-field
approximation. We therefore obtain a continuous behavior of the coherence parameter for the entire span of the
Fresnel approximation.
In order to demonstrate the results, we have performed a numerical experiment considering phaseshifting holography with the following parameters: pixel
size of Δx0 ¼ 5 μm with 50% fill-factor, λ ¼ 632:8 nm and
a 1024 × 1024 pixel array, which dictates [Eq. (4)] the
near-field evaluation to be valid for approximately
z < 4 cm. The object used is an intensity USAF 1951 resolution target (Fig. 2), which has the sparsity level of
ρs ¼ s=N ≈ 0:08 under the Haar wavelet transform. Noise
was added such that the SNR level of the measured hologram was 25 dB. We have randomly chosen Fresnel
samples for different z=z0 values and performed simulation to find the minimal number of compressive samples,
m, required to obtain reconstruction with PSNR greater
than 32 dB, which produced a satisfactory visual result.
The reconstruction was carried out using the two-step
iterative shrinkage/thresholding solver [20]. The results
shown in Fig. 2 demonstrate that the CS ratio m=N
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